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The energy of gravitational waves excited during the propagation of light in a constant mag
netic or electric field is estimated. 

AccORDING to general relativity, light and 
gravitational waves propagate at the same speed, 
and their rays coincides with no geodetics. There
fore, if the waves of gravitational and light waves 
are linearly related, wave resonance, a well known 
phenomenon in radio physics, sets in and makes 
possible an appreciable transfer of energy even at 
low coupling. In the present note we estimate the 
extent of excitation of gravitational waves by light. 

The equations of a weak gravitational field in 
the presence of an electromagnetic field (see [1J) 
are 

'"['~ = 0, 

(1) 

where Tik is the energy-momentum tensor of the 
electromagnetic field, pik is the electromagnetic 
field tensor, y is the gravitational constant, and 
hik is the perturbation of the metric tensor. 

Let us apply Eq. (1) to the propagation of light 
(field pik) in the presence of a strong "magne
tizing" field p<O>ik, constant in space and in time. 
The energy-momentum tensor will be the sum of 
three terms: the square of the constant term, the 
square of the field of the light wave, and an inter
ference term describing the wave resonance. Leav
ing out the nonresonant terms we obtain 

We align the x axis with the wave vector and 
normalize the wave amplitudes to unit energy 
density: 

f01 fot = 1, k = w/c, 

Sik s'h = 1, ~; = 0; 

(3) 

The amplitudes fkz and tik are dimensionless. We 
then have in the approximation of slowly varying 
amplitudes [ZJ : 
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ida(x)ldx = VY/nC4 FUll/! f,d s} {J (x). (4) 

The solution of (4) has the form 

X 

a (x) = i v y/rrc4 ht s7 \ F(O)il (s) {J (s) ds +a ~0), (5) 

where the integration is along the ray. If a ( 0) 
= 0, the external field is constant and the absorp
tion or scattering of light along the ray is small 
in the region under consideration, i.e., b (s) 
= const, and then 

(6) 

where T is the time of travel of the ray in a con
stant field. In the derivation of (6) we assumed 
the convolutions of the dimensionless amplitudes 
to be equal to unity. If the field p< 0> is turbulent 
and random, we can estimate the energy of the 
gravitational wave by assuming that p<O> is con
stant over a section of length R0 (where R0 is the 
correlation radius of the field p<O> ), after which 
it changes abruptly and at random. The amplitude 
of the light b ( x) is practically constant along the 
ray. We then have for the amplitude of the gravi
tational wave 

XII 

a(x) c= ~an; . v-~-4 t ,.,, c 
a" = t "(; :rtc ht st ~ F(o)lt (s)b(s)ds. 

The gravitational waves excited on each section 
will be incoherent, and we must add their energies 
and not their amplitudes. As a result we obtain 

l a(x)jb 1 2 = (rfnc3) F(<'l2 R0 T. (7) 

For interstellar fields, putting F<O> = 10- 5 gauss, 
R0 = 10 light years, and T = 10 7 years, we obtain 
I a/b 12 ~ 10-17• The frequency of the excited grav
itational wave is determined by the frequency of 
the light. 

There are strong magnetic fields also inside the 
stars, and consequently generation of gravitational 
waves is also possible. Formula (5) is applicable 
in this case, too, and the "constant" field p<O> 
changes relatively slowly, whereas the amplitude 
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b ( s) varies rapidly as a result of light scattering. 
Thus, the correlation radius a ( x) is determined 
for this case essentially by the free path of the ra
diation, which is the reciprocal of the opacity. [aJ 

Since the star is transparent to the exciting gravi
tational radiation, we can show that formula (7) 
yields the ratio of the gravitational radiation of 
the star to the optical one. The intensity of the 
gravitational radiation is small and of no impor
tance to the energy balance. The frequency of the 
gravitational radiation is determined essentially 
by the electromagnetic radiation inside the star, 
where y quanta predominate. 

Thus, the spectrum of the gravitational radia
tion of stars has maxima both at very low frequen
cies (the frequencies of planetary orbits), as well 
as in the range of y-quantum frequencies; both 

portions of the spectrum have comparable energy. 
From general relativity follows also the pos

sibility of the inverse conversion of gravitational 
waves into light waves, but this problem is hardly 
of interest. 
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